DON’T GET BLINDSIDED
by life’s dents and dings.

Minimize your worries with XS Wear.

Protect yourself with XS Wear.

Program Administrator
P.O. Box 1910
Arlington Heights, IL 60006-1910
888-279-9334

The Excess Wear provider in Texas is American Auto Guardian, Inc. and the program is backed by an “A, Excellent”-rated insurance company.

Ask a sales representative for details.
### INCLUDES
- dents, scratches and chipped paint
- interior stains
- chipped glass
- tires
- wheels
- missing car manual or keys (if charges are $150 or less per item)
- excess mileage charges (up to $400)

### EXCLUDES
- single-item damage of $1,000 or more
- damage due to dishonest, intentional, fraudulent, criminal or illegal acts
- damage resulting from any race, speed contest or other contest
- missing parts of greater value than $150
- loss if the odometer has stopped, been altered, tampered with or disconnected
- damage or loss to any part, equipment or accessory added to the vehicle after delivery

### PROGRAM ELIGIBILITY
- available for vehicles with fewer than 10,000 miles at lease inception (previously dealer-titled vehicles are eligible)
- available for vehicles up to $100,000 MSRP
- coverage must be purchased prior to delivery of leased vehicle

### PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS:
- $0 customer deductible
- benefits paid up to $5,000
- valid for leases up to 48 months
- fully backed by an “A, Excellent” -rated insurance company

XS Wear provides you with peace of mind, with excess wear-and-tear coverage up to $5,000. Your primary auto insurance carrier may pay for certain types of damage to your vehicle. However, you usually pay for excess wear and tear. Don’t get hit with unexpected out-of-pocket expenses.

A lease agreement holds you financially responsible for the condition of your vehicle’s interior and exterior when your vehicle is returned. With XS Wear, you are protected against most out-of-pocket expenses incurred from excess wear-and-tear charges.

DON’T GET BLINDSIDED by life’s dents and dings.

Protect yourself with XS Wear.
- chipped and cracked glass
- tires and wheels
- dings, dents, scratches and chipped paint
- stains, burns and tears on upholstery and carpet

**1 This brochure is a summary of some of the benefits available with the XS Wear program. See your agreement for details of coverage, as well as conditions, limitations and exclusions. 5,000 coverage applies unless a vehicle has averaged more than 25,000 miles per year then coverage is up to $2,500.